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Jobs that just might change the world 
ee 

7 . 
Move people through rush hours at Desalt the world $ oceans Build a city from scratch—the way a 
80 mph. Westinghouse built the experi- Westinghouse has 73 water-desalting city should be built. 
mental transit expressway in Pittsburgh. units operating or on order around the Westinghouse has just purchased an | 
And we are building the computerized world. Now we need people to help us embryo city. We’re looking for people 
controls for the San Francisco mass- design and build facilities that can de- to help us rebuild many of the existing 
transit system that will be the model for salt 150 million gallons a day—and solve cities in America. We can do it—Westing- 
others throughout America. We’re look- some of the toughest water-supply prob- house now provides more products, sys- 
ing for people to help us build equipment lems we've ever tackled. tems and services for construction than 
that will move people as they’ve never _ any other single company. 
been moved before. : | 
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Ame we al py ete ae on These graduates needed: Engineering, Sm a oat , ee eee Physical Sciences, Social Sciences, En- s 3 we : nS 2 ene See. ote eS gineering Administration, Industrial Tech- 

sa hee Sse ae nology, Business & Liberal Arts. 

These graduates needed: Engineering, These graduates needed: Electrical En- 
Physical Sciences, Social Sciences, En- gineering, Chemical Engineering, Materi- Fly to Mars 
gineering Administration, Industrial Tech- als Science, Physical Sciences, Industrial When the first expeditionary vehicle takes 
nology, Business & Liberal Arts. Engineering, Engineering Mechanics, Me- off, Westinghouse will be there. 

chanical Engineering, Civil Engineering. We are building the nuclear engine for 

voyages into deep space—to Mars and Tap the atom with the company that : Venus and beyond. The jobs are exotic. 
started it all. Westinghouse supplies some Take a dive and explore the ocean We need more people to help us now. 
of the largest nuclear generating plants in 20,000 feet down. Westinghouse is devel- 
the world. We are building nuclear rocket oping a fleet of self-propelled undersea 
engines. Our reactors power nuclear sub- vehicles. In them we will dive deep, ex- 
marines. But this is only the start. We plore, salvage and probably discover oS need people for some of the most fas- more than any other single company in ~ yy cinating projects we've ever attempted. oceanography. We need adventurers to rrr =” . Berd i gece mes join the quest that has already taken us P4_E. FF] a= peo ee Aa all over the world. e omen? SN 
ie lly, ee a a) te i eee Cg . oe ad Pisa ns i . ; 
tc tT Guede ee . : Aggie Ae fe a ©  DEEPSTAR These graduates needed: Electrical En- EI eS — oo. . * gineering, Mechanical Engineering, 
a = a ain ares ——! > Chemical Engineering, Materials Science, 

“ {a —. “7 <i | g Nuclear Engineering, Aerospace Engi- 
a. : 1 ee 4 es sa ig neering, Physical Sciences. 

Fea tte Oe 2 se Want to change the world? Your best 
a oo opportunity lies with a company like Ae a Westinghouse. Contact L. H. Noggle, 

ee _ Westinghouse Education Center, Pitts- 
~ hie die eae. burgh, Pa. 15221—or see the Westing- These graduates needed: Electrical En- te. x ie — house interviewer on your campus. gineering, Mechanical Engineering, In- ee _ An equal opportunity employer dustrial Engineering, Chemical Engineer- These graduates needed: Electrical En- . ing, Engineering Mechanics, Marine gineering, Mechanical Engineering, 

Engineering, Structural Engineering, Ce- Chemical Engineering, Materials Science, 
ramics, Nuclear Engineering, Materials Marine Engineering, Ocean Engineering You can be sure if it's Westinghouse 
Science. Physical Sciences. & Science. ~~ 
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This RCA scientist points a tweezer at an experimental FM radio transmitting gallium arsenide device so small it is almost invisible. 

RCA in Electronic Components and Devices 

When you select the Company that Development, Manufacturing, Satellites, Broadcast Studio 

you want to join, consider how Operations Research, Finance, Equipment, Conversion Receiver and 

important it is for your future career Management Information Systems Power Tubes, Laser and Electro-Optic 

to join the leader. For example, in and Purchasing. Devices, Microwave Systems, Medical 
this one area alone—Electronic We welcome the opportunity to Electronics, Graphic Systems. 

Components and Devices—you will review your personal interests and See your college placement 
find that RCA has set standards of career objectives, and show you how director, or write to College Relations, 

engineering excellence, in an RCA can further your individual RCA, Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08101. 
environment for learning, that is development and growth in many We are an Equal Opportunity 
second to none. fields, such as: Home Instruments, Employer. 

We are looking for EE, ME and IE Communications, Solid-State Devices, 

graduates for positions in Corporate Computers, Control Systems, Radar, 
Programs including Design and Weather and Communication RrReA 
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courtesy of World Wide Photos 

Martin Luther King, Jr. 

1929-1968 

“Racial injustice is still the black man’s burden 

and the white man’s shame... .” 
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if you're a good, 
= a oD 

play-it-safe thinker, 

= - 

step-at-a-time philosophy... 
you’re not geared for the pace of things at Celanese. 

No other major corporation in our industry has grown so Like rewards based on performance—not on how old you 
fast. In the last ten years, sales have zoomed from $286.4 are, or how long you've been with us. By the same token, 
million to over $1 billion. we do not subject you to long formal training programs. 

But that’s just the beginning of the beginning. We do have a deep interest in helping you grow just as 
We have a lot of serious growing to do. Right now. And fast as you can. And in giving you as much responsibility 

some substantial, ground-floor opportunities to offer you. as you can handle. 
If you can help us grow. We believe that is the reason for our success—and as- 

We need competent, imaginative, flexible people —with sured growth—in international markets for chemicals, 
degrees in chemistry, chemical or mechanical engineer- fibers, plastics, coatings, petroleum and forest products. 
ing, physics, or industrial engineering. People who can be- If a pace like this sounds good to you, discuss us 
come a part of our continuing leadership in areas such as with your faculty and placement officer. And see our 
acetyl chemicals, vapor-phase and liquid-phase oxidation representative when he is on campus. Or write to: John 
processes, fiber technology. And many more. B. Kuhn, Manager of University Recruitment, Celanese 

Frankly, we expect a lot. But we offer even more. Corporation, 522 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10036. 

E, an equal opportunity employer 

CELANESE 
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=——)| EDITORIAL 

| “The measure of a man’s real character is what he would do if 
| he knew he would never be found out.’ —Thomas Macaulay 

| Perhaps you are wondering why Martin Luther King’s picture appears at the 
| beginning of this issue. There are many of you, I’m sure, who feel that it was Dr. 

King’s death, and not his life, that made him as revered as he is today. I am not, 
as it would appear, dedicating this issue to him, but rather to all men whose lives 

| have so exemplified their beliefs; and particularly to Professor Edward F. Obert, 
winner of this year’s Pi Tau Sigma Outstanding Teacher Award. More specifically, 
I would like to endorse Professor Obert as the nominee for Vice-Chancellor of 
Student Affairs. 

Why? It’s not just his background; the list of his achievements is nearly 11 pages 

long. He has received the George Westinghouse National Outstanding Teacher 

Award, given annually to one teacher in the nation. He originated the AIM pro- 

gram of study, currently teaching some 30 students, and recently saw the first gradu- 

ate of the program, in the M.S. degree. I could mention that he served on many 

committees on ethics and professionalism in American Society for Engineering 

Education, or that he is working on “liberalizing the engineer’s curriculum.” He 

has written several textbooks, and was chairman of the ME department for several 

years. Significantly, out of the 12 people he has graduated in the Ph.D. program, 

10 of them have gone into teaching. But these things are not enough to qualify him 

as Vice-Chancellor for all students. 

What does qualify him is his honesty, his objectiveness, his real concern for stu- 

dents and their problems. These are the traits that initiated the honors and achieve- 

ments above. As a teacher, he always has time for questions, or for just talking. 

He is concerned about political affairs and better read on local and national situ- 

ations than most officials. He periodically, with several others, goes to Ogg Hall 

for discussions with students completely unconcerned with engineering, and goes 

out of his way to seek constructive, opposing viewpoints to discuss. 

I could go on, but there is too much to say. I hope that if you agree with me, you 

will take the time to communicate your support to Professor Moy, of the Industrial 

Engineering Department, who is concerned with this appointment. 

Wary E. Tugeman 
editor 
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IN MEMORIAM, CLASS OF 1968 

O NE GREY Day last March, a black clothed-group gathered among grey crosses 

in front of Lincoln’s statue to mourn the Class of 1968. 

Your future might be as bleak and hopeless as that March day, as barren as the 

crosses planted on Bascom Hill. Your elders have polluted the air and water, have 

stripped the mountains, engaged in dirty wars and have let population growth out- 

strip our capacity to feed new mouths. They have nearly killed the city and have 

alienated its inhabitants. Too often, technology rather than morals has determined 

what is good or bad. Perhaps the mourners’ grief will be justified. 

The future is your responsibility. What are you going to do about the problems, 

the crosses? Ignore them? 

You, the graduating engineer, are in an excellent position to help. You, the man 

with the diploma, can use your problem-solving abilities for something more signifi- 

cant than designing a better drive train or a better relay. You can help build a 

humanistic technology, pollution-free communities and the opportunity for every 

man to be a MAN. 

How? By being aware and by participating. 

Be aware of what goes on about you in a world that stretches from the Kremlin 

Wall to Saigon. Read. Expand your mind, not with drugs, but with serious thoughts. 

Build yourself socially, intellectually, and morally. 

Participate. Run for alderman. Write your congressman. Confront your senator 

if you disagree with him. Vote. Contribute your time to human rights committees, 

conservation committees, city planning committees, and Big Brothers. 

Make your decisions logically and then fight for your beliefs. Or will you decay 
into a social and intellectual slum? 

“Why build these cities glorious 

If man unbuilded goes? 

In vain we build the world, unless 

The builder also grows.”* 

DICK SHELL 

ASSOCIATE EDITOR 

* Edwin Markham, American Poet 
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This unique, sewage-tight, one-piece PERMA-T | 
What makes it so unique? It’s monolithic. The Does the Perma-T meet ASTM Specification 
spur and the barrel are all one piece. An entirely C-200? It not only meets it... it exceeds it. 
new manufacturing process has been designed a 
to make this Perma-T. A combination of extru- _ This is the answer to the age-old problems so 
sion and reforming by hydraulic pressure © Common with pipe fittings. If you haven't tried 
assures uniform thickness and strength. And _ it, you've missed one of the greatest advances W.S. DICKEY 
...the junction of the spur and the barrel is in sewer construction in the last twenty years. 7 
equal in strength to all other areas of the fitting. : s a 9 9 For more information about the Perma-T, con- 
Because this Perma-T is monolithic, there isno tact these Dickey offices: Birmingham, Ala- 
possibility of infiltration or exfiltration. And the bama; Ft. Dodge, lowa; Kansas City, Missouri; 
Dickey urethane Coupling makes each fitting Meridian, Mississippi; St. Louis, Missouri; San 
as tight as any other part of the line. Antonio, Texas; Texarkana, Texas-Arkansas. CLAY MFG.CO, 
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COVER STORY 

| 

| | @ 

occasionally tornadoes, daily release tions superimpose upon each other, 
by Peter Landwehr the energy of a 20 megaton hydro- producing one storm of higher mag- 

CE '68 gen bomb. nitude. If there is a disturbance in 
BIRTH the winds at upper level, so that they 

: ‘ diverge from the area while other 
Hurricanes form over oceans be- ; ; : 

: © BE ees winds are converging at the surface, 
tween the latitudes of 5° and 15 : : ‘ 

an intense upward draft of high 
when the water has been heated to velocity will occur at the storm’s 

HETHER youre in India at least 82° Fahrenheit. Yet this ‘ oe anne : 
we center. Under all these simultaneous 

where it’s called a cyclone, | warm water cannot be the only cause oe : : 
: : ee oe . . conditions, a hurricane will be born. 

or in Australia where it’s a for formation. If it were, they would 

willy-willy, or in Japan where it’s a form continuously in this area. A 
typhoon, or in Southeastern United source of energy is needed to start GROWTH OF A STORM 
States where it’s a hurricane, you the circular rotation about the vor- While the birth of a hurricane 
still must guard against one of the text (center). This energy is provided _ takes from 12 hours to several days, 
most destructive forces known to in part by the latent heat of conden- the full life of the storm may last up 
man. Each year, beginning in late sation from the condensation of the to 30 days. But what is it that hap- 
August, the southeastern portion of warm water vapor rising to the cool- pens to change the fledgling storm, 

the United States, as well as the er air above. This rising air is formed with winds of 40 mph, into a giant 
Islands of the Caribbean and Mex- into a weak vortex because of the storm threatening man’s environ- 
ico, begin their fearful watch for the Coreolis effect. The Coreolis effect, | ment? The storm now has enough 
progression of Audreys, Barbaras, caused by the earth’s rotation, bends energy to overcome the small re- 
Cleos, and their sisters, which will the surface winds into a circular sistive forces of the water, which are 

work their way north from the warm flow. Once the air has risen, energy applied in the form of frictional re- 
ocean of this area. No year in record- is added by the mixing of warm and sistance to the storm’s progress 
ed history has been without at least cood air. across the water and to the winds 
two of these swirling storms, and the All of this is still not enough to circulating about the vortex. The 
number has reached as high as 21 form a vortex powerful enough to pressure at the center continues to 
in 1933. endure. It is also necessary that a fall slowly, and the winds continue 

These gigantic storms, over 800 low pressure center be in the area. their upward motion, yielding more 

miles in diameter, with winds from If the center of the low moves over cnergy. During this time, the devel- 
74 to 200 mph, rain, lightning, and the existing vortex the two circula- oping storm sits over the warm 
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HURRICANES continued 

ocean with very little lateral move- — These tornadoes burst buildings — die. Once over a land mass, its warm, 
ment. Then, for some unknown rea-___ which have been tightly sealed to moist air supply is cut off, thus elimi- 
son, the pressure suddenly falls rap- prevent rain damage. The intense _ nating the energy gained by conden- 
idly, winds increase to better than low pressure associated with a tor- sation. Along with the small amount 
100 mph within a 20 to 30 mile diam- nado causes the higher pressure in- _ of additional surface friction, this 
eter, and clouds and rain form in side the buildings to burst out- energy loss will stop the storm. 
spiral bands about the vortex. The — ward. Sealing the building, the Over open water the storm in its 
hurricane is now full grown and rest- _ standard protection for a hurricane, poleward trek will eventually reach 
less. makes the structure the most vulner- the colder waters of the North At- 

MOVEMENT able for a tornado. Tornadoes also Jantic. Here, as over land, the loss of 

ie ouly consievent faxe of @ threaten the lives of those who take vapor to condense spells death to the 
} » : : refuge in their homes to be safe from storm. 

hurricane’s movement is that it gen- the flooding water. Many times they 

erally moves toward the North Pole. kill more people than the wind and FORECASTING AND 
In less than 12 hours, hurricanes Water of the hurricane. PREVENTION 
have been known to stop, move in a I ewouldted an dows 
circle, or reverse upon themselves, m1 Our wor'e today, man Coes not 

wag: foes = ces | eon HURRICANE EYE let nature overrun his domain with- making forecasting extremely diffi- : t trying to control it or at least 
cult. No specific reason can be found One of the most unusual and kn phe ° co ret hide eas 
for this erratic action except that it | unique elements of a hurricane is the rei when itis coming. T is Is typi- 

indicates there is some basic insta- eye. Formed inside the swirling air ed by his fight against the hurri- 
bility within the storm. Moving _ of the vortex, this is a calm area of io omer inows wineresttiey wine, 
slowly, the young storm will travel winds less than 15 mph, clear skies, trol ah season modified B 28's pas 
12 to 15 mph, while in its old age it high humidity, and warm tempera- f oe ee area watehing Hie develop. 
will travel at a speed of 60 mph. This _ ture. On all sides of the eye one can tot disturbances which may 
high speed also complicates fore- see the towering masses of clouds hunte aU SCANS These ‘hurricane 
casting, since predictions must be which contain the most intense pentets relay the veloey, dine: 
made 36 hours in advance. Thus a winds of the storm. Encompassing 40”, wind speed, and associated ac- 
5° error in the projected route could an area of 15 to 40 miles in diam- tivity of any hurricanes back to the 
yield an error of 188 miles in the eter, these areas are often the refuge United States Weather Bureau in forecasted location, for birds trapped by the storm. Miami. Weather satellites have been 

Many reports of birds in unnatural particularly helpful in detecting the 
FEATURES OF DESTRUCTION lands have been made after the pass- pee oe storms. From the collected 
a : age of a hurricane, It may be sup- ata, in addition to any radar con- 
The strong winds connected with posed that, once trapped, they flew tacts obtainable, the storm’s path is 

a hurricane is not the only destruc- with the storm until the storm’s projected and storm warnings are 
tive force which may must contend death . : posted. 
with. Rainfall aligned in spiral bands : . . e 1960’s man has trie <BL 

precedes the storm by 300 to 400 Although the winds of theeye are s.c1"the hurricane, By seeding the 
miles. Maximum rainfalls occur in relatively calm, this is not a safe eye and surrounding clouds-with'sil- 
the right-forward quadrant of the — tefuge for ships on the ocean, Sur- iodid : i vie oe ‘ nCTADL re face winds bounding the ave waka ver iodide, the latent heat contained 
storm yielding intensities of over Se wal g YS Me, in the clouds is released. Just as ini- 
five inches in a one-hour period. the sea so turbulent that many times 5a ll WeneRads was sd b ‘aporizs 

. the waves are more destructive here Hally energy 3s gamed. by"vaporiza: High waves, caused by the storm, in-the:eye than in:the area of rain tion, now energy is artificially with- 
erode the harbors and breakwaters and winds which surround it drawn by condensing the vapor in 
in the hurricane’s path. Most severe , : , the clouds into rain. Seeding also 
directly ahead of the storm, the tends to enlarge the eye of the storm. 
waves aol at rates of 1,000 miles DEATH OF THE STORM By enlarging the owes, any winds 
per day, preceding the storm by 600 Hurricanes die for one reason, the __ still rising have a larger radius to 
to 700 miles. Before modern fore- loss of a source of energy to feed the traverse, thus reducing their angular 
casting, these waves were the first storm. When mature, a hurricane | momentum and slowing the wind 
and only warning available to coastal __ releases the energy of a 20-megaton _ speed. 
cities. These waves raise the water hydrogen bomb, and it needs a These new control devices are still 
level as much as 10 feet above high source for this energy. in the testing stages, but they are 
tide before the wind and rain actu- A hurricane may pass over small signs of progress. With continued 
ally begin. High water level, plus the jodies of land without appreciable advances in forecasting and repeat- 
action of the waves, causes destruc- loss of energy since the air will still ed trials at control, man will, in the 
tive flooding of cities as the hurri- be moist and any lost energy may be foreseeable future, become the mas- 
cane hits. regained over open water. When a ter rather than the victim of these 

Squall lines preceding the storm hurricane moves over a large land _ seasonal monsters. L 
can spawn devastating tornadoes. mass, such as Texas, it is doomed to ~~ 
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To All Faculty: 

To all Faculty: From Office of the Dean 
Subject: Death of University Professors 

It has been brought to our attention that many professors have been dying 

on the job and refusing to fall after they are dead. This practice must stop. 

On and after May 20, any professor found sitting up after he had died 

will be dropped from the Payroll at once, or within ninety days where the 

body is supported by a lecturn or other property marked U. of W. 00,000. 

The following procedure will be strictly adhered to: 

If after several class periods it is noticed that a professor has not moved 

or changed position, Mrs. Baxter will investigate. Because of the highly sensi- 

tive nature of the U. of Wis. Faculty and the close resemblance between death 

and their natural working attitude, the investigation must be made quietly so 

| as not to disturb the professor if he is only sleeping. If some doubt exists as 

to the true condition of the professor, extending of a pay check is a final test. 

If the professor does not reach for it immediately, it may be reasonable to 

assume that he is dead. In some cases, however, the instinct is so strongly 

developed that a spasmodic clutch or a reflex action may be encountered. 

Do not let this fool you. 

In all cases, a sworn statement must be filled out by the deceased. Fifteen 

copies will be made. A formal application for permanent leave of absence 

must be filled out by the deceased. Be sure to include correct information, 

especially forwarding address. If he cannot write, the signature must be 

witnessed by two other professors, preferably alive. 

The company that creates ideas like DIAL SOAP has 

exciting new assignments in the wings for an up-and-coming 

1. This is a position with a new Chicago-area processing plant 

where you can prove your merit in equipment selection, con- 

struction bidding and analysis, facility start-up, training, piss Fa 

presentations to management, and many other challenging ile 
areas, f ae 

2. As a mechanical or chemical engineering major your pres- _ , a a, ; 

ent curriculum has already prepared you for our manufac- te 

turing organization. 7, fF. = 
3. Armour Grocery Products Company, part of the Armour i oe 

family, is a major growth division. You will be part of an en- — oa 

gineering team with broad advancement potential if you are 2 3 2 

willing to accept major challenges early in your career. y a 3 mS 

Professional development opportunity at Armour includes progres- v 1 ta 

sive responsibilities, performance review, corporation-wide promo- <* res Sk 

tions. “4 Lae ~~. 

Call or write (including resumé) in confidence to me: ti. ~~ 

Tom Paulick a. 4 arg 
ARMOUR GROCERY PRODUCTS CO. | » ie ea 

P.O. Box 4309, Chicago, Illinois 60680 
312) 346-4700 4 A 

XQ : 4 Grocery Products Co. 
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Y 't buy this pi 
in a steel warehouse 

How do you accommodate multiple functions, shapes, it allows the engineer to put the metal 
high non-uniform stresses and complex config- where it's needed for load-carrying ability... 
uration in a single component made of standard Then too, cast-steel permits streamlined design 
steel shapes? You don’t... That's why this —design that minimizes stress-concentration at 
power shovel body had to be cast-steel. sharp radii and corners. Can you match such 

Only with the correct steel composition, and versatility with assembly methods? Don't try. 
integral one-piece construction, could the de- Want to know more about cast-stee/? We're 
signer be sure that the equipment would take offering individual students free subscriptions 
the punishing loads and shocks of heavy to our publication"“CASTEEL”. ..Clubs and 
construction work while maintaining the pre- oe other groups can obtain our sound film “‘En- 
cise alignment of critical shafts and bearings. Vf gineering Flexibility.” Write Steel Founders’ 

Cast-stee/ means design flexibility. In ad- my Society of America, Westview Towers, 21010 
dition to offering an unlimited range of Center Ridge Rd., Rocky River, Ohio 44116. 

STEEL FOUNDERS’ SOCIETY OF AMERICA 

WR a 

e.* ee — = rs ~~ Be. 

D : ® : a 
a & y 

f Me 

VN 4 Cast-Stee/ a 

ey, for Engineering Flexibility 
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A Critical Challenge to Man 

| 

men do? First, support birth control programs, particu- 
larly in newly developing countries. Second, speak out 

firmly against the notion that a man is not a real man 
Courtesy of McGraw-Hill unless he has several children. Experts on the population 

problem insist that physical birth control devices are not 
the basic problem. The basic problem exists in the minds 

| of the people who are not disposed to use contraceptive 
measures even if they are available free until they have 

| had three or four children. 
@ Man has faced several critical problems in his evolu- Other problems are a consequence of human popu- tion: exhaustion of readily available sources of food, lation explosion and the massive resultant effect our spe- 
fuel and other materials, inefficient and slow transpor- cies is having on everything which occurs on this planct. 
tation and communication systems, and so on. When 
these problems were acute, the probability of a human CAN THE SEA SOLVE THE FOOD PROBLEM? 
being surviving to old age was low; consequently, popu- A particularly dangerous notion is that the sea is an 
lation death rates were in balance with population birth inexhaustible source of food. The facts speak differently. 
rates, and the world population of human beings grew First, much of the world’s oceans are aquatic deserts, 
very slowly. Sometimes, as in Europe in the 14th cen- relatively poor in minerals and therefore supporting 
tury, over large areas and for extended periods, life was little plant or animal life. Second, much of what we 
so rigorous that populations actually declined. Until the remove from the ocean is high up on the food chain: we 
last two centuries, man faced such serious problems on eat fish predators that eat small fish that eat crustaceans 
this planet that he was a relatively unimportant factor that eat plankton that derive their energy from the sun. 
in the overall scheme of life. However, now that the At each step in this chain, there is tremendous loss of 
important problems of the past have been solved, a new energy. The efficiency of the whole process is extremely 
group of problems has arisen, potentially more deadly low, comparable to that of growing grass to feed to 
to our continued life on this planet. rabbits which are eaten by lynx which are then caten 

by mountain lions, which are then eaten by man. Man in 
THE CENTRAL CHALLENGE fact does nothing comparable to this on land, either 

The central problem is that with a relaxation in man’s eating plants directly, or herbivores which eat the 
struggle for simple survival, there has been a drop in plants. In Asia, particularly, even the herbivore step is 
death rates all over the world, unaccompanied by cor- too costly, and most people live on an almost entirely 
responding drops in birth rates. The result is the well- plant diet. , . oo 
known population explosion. What is not nearly so well Some people will counter this argument by insisting known is the precise dimension of the problem. Even that man will some day live on the algae in the ocean. 
experts on population problems are guilty of statements The central difficulty is that many algae exist in the to the effect that the human population is “growing water at such low densities that much pumping and 
exponentially,” or “doubling every 30 years.” Both these sieving would be required to extract useful quantities. 
statements imply the same thing: that the human popu- The only parts of the oceans rich enough in minerals to 
lation is growing at any instant at a rate proportional to support dense plant and animal concentrations of eco- 
the world population size at that instant. In fact, this is nomic consequence are close to the continents; it is pre- 
not the case: we are growing at a much faster rate. In cisely these parts of the oceans we are polluting and 
1960 three engineers predicted that humanity would degrading most rapidly. 
squeeze itself to death in 2026; nobody paid much atten- 
tion. Even fewer seem to have noticed that subsequent CAN WE SURVIVE POLLUTION? 
data from the United Nations have shown their pre- Many forms of pollution are by now sufficiently well 
dicted growth rates to be badly underestimating current known to require no further mention. Pesticides are in 
growth rates. What can scientists and concerned lay- this category. Anyone who has lived on the shores of 
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ENVIRONMENTAL EROSION continued 
a a ee 

Lake Erie for at least 30 years will require no further more important that agriculture be as efficient as pos- 

discussion of what this is doing to his environment. sible for this reason. Pest control needs very critical re- 

However, man is polluting this planet in more important examination. The public should look carefully at any 

and more subtle ways which are in dire need of open pest control campaign and ask the following question: 

discussion. Two important recent incidents have alerted in the season following the season when we made an 

the population to hazards of petroleum products being intensive effort to control a particular pest, were there 

released at sea. The incidents aroused wide interest, as many pests as the previous season, or more, or less? 

because the fractions released were in enormous quanti- If the number of pests in the season following treatment 

ties and were swept to, or close to shore. However, was equal to or greater than the number preceding 

ocean-going vessels routinely clean themselves at sea treatment, then something is wrong. One does not have 

by flushing out a viscous fraction of crude petroleum to be very observant to realize that this is often the case. 

left behind after the lighter fractions have been refined Further, criteria for successful pest control campaigns 

off. This heavy fraction is called bunker fuel, and in the are repeatedly being established by those campaigns 

cold north Atlantic it kills millions of birds every year. which are successful; e.g., the Florida screwworm pro- 

The significance is that the sea birds’ feces (guano) rich gram, which eradicated the screwworm. A program 

in essential minerals aid in circulation of chemical ele- which purports to be successful must gradually reduce 
ments in the ocean which are the basic input to the cycle densities of the pest, or the public is being deceived. 

which terminates in commercial fish stocks. 

Pollution of the air is probably the most serious pollu- CAN NOVEL FORMS OF 

tion problem and will probably have the widest array of AGRICULTURE BE USED? 

types of (often surprising) effects. There is considerable Every time European settlers moved elsewhere, they 
evidence that air pollution has implications for the had available alternative courses of action, although it 
weather, for human health, for growth of agriculture is only in the last six years that it has been widely recog- 

plants and animals, and for almost any imaginable nized that the alternative existed. One possibility was 

chemical process on this planet. It is not widely recog- to transplant European style agriculture, built around 
nized that the total quantity of air which determines the conventional grains, and standard breeds of cattle, pigs, 
entire course of events on this planet is not very great: sheep and goats. This was the option invariably chosen. 

most of it occurs in a sphere seven miles out from the The other alternative was to set up intensive and scien- 

earth’s surface. Man is now in a position to have a very tific harvesting of native plants and animals, such as 

major effect on this volume of gas. A regular jet traveller bison, kangaroos, antelopes, etc. Native organisms have 

will have noticed, for example, that jet contrails are a often been totally or almost wiped out, then replaced by 
major contributor to the origination of clouds at certain imported species. If it is true that natural selection 

altitudes and in parts of North America. selects a given place for those species and strains which, 

Those of us fortunate enough to live in thinly popu- because they are best adapted, make most efficient use 
lated parts of this country find it a trying ordeal to visit of incident solar radiation, then man has been guilty of 
the manufacturing cities of the northeast and the mid- a very foolish mistake. Organisms which make best use 
west, because of the oppressively poisonous -smelling of resources in a particular habitat have been replaced 

air, Unfortunately, an increasing proportion of the U.S. by other types which are not so efficient, as when buffalo 

population is becoming adapted to living in this air, and were replaced by Shorthorns and Herefords in the 

tolerating sinus operations, rapidly rising emphysema American West. Data bearing on this point have become 

death rates, lung cancer, and all the concomitant haz- more plentiful recently. It turns out that in Africa, for 

ards. Unfortunately, Homo sapiens is a remarkably example, higher quantities of meat can be produced per 

adaptable species, so much so that we may have adapted annum off a given acreage by harvesting 13 species of 

to our ultimate doom before we are aware that it is upon native game than by harvesting conventional livestock. 

us. The time has come to cease adapting, and speak out Perhaps even more important, much of the native game 

vigorously about the contamination of the environment produces higher quality meat. Critics of this argument 
before it becomes uninhabitable. will assert that buffalo meat, for example, is inedible. 

Ironically, much of the material with which we are This would have come as interesting news to many of 

destroying the planet could be very useful as input for the early American settlers who somehow consumed 

various factory processes. This is true of smoke, wood about 1,300 pounds of the stuff per person per annum, 

chips, beer cans, abandoned cars, newspapers, and most every year of their lives. 

solid liquid waste. Massive, aggressive research pro- The moral of this story is: don’t change anything until 

grams on techniques for reclaiming solid and liquid it has been conclusively demonstrated that the change 

waste should be initiated before exhaustion of our min- is for the better. Mother Nature has produced her results 

cral wealth, forests, and fossil fuels forces us to such after a rather long sequence of experiments, and it may 

massive efforts on a crash basis. Corporations devoted take considerably more sophistication than we some- 

to such reclamation have been remarkably profitable. time realize to improve on her work. iN 

As human populations become ever larger, it becomes ay 
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oe oe ee The following is an excerpt from the report of the 
ee : oe a : oe SF oe Goals Committee of American Society for Engineering 
Poe lr Education. The stimulating report, discussing the engi- 
aS ae UL neer in future society and basic and advanced educa- 

4 Ce tion, is printed in the January 1968 issue of the Journal 
— ey 2 : of Engineering Education. 

YY es Sis 
eA omit er 
-— ‘ (; _~ | | | 
eas oN ed In the past, general subjects were included in under- 
— - 1 ae M D graduate and graduate engineering curricula for a two- 
oe {VS eae fold purpose: (1) to provide a foundation notably in 
eae ay AA fal mathematics, physics and chemistry, for the professional 

\S oa engineering courses, and (2) to provide content in the 

oe dd 4 |. humanities, social sciences and communications so that 
Fe Nee graduates could assume their role as college-educated 

: a —— —_ - citizens in our society. 

oN ——— _ Mathematics and the physical sciences have contin- 
_ ) * 7 pes _ .. ued as ingredients of engineering education, but the 

iH ‘ needs for general education now include knowledge of 
SE the life sciences, the social sciences and the humanities 
AS eo as necessary qualifications for engineers’ performance as 

Co . A s working members of society, as well as broadly educated 
AN = — | citizens. The rapid development of interdisciplinary 

Se fj Co 2 activities makes it paramount that future engineering 
— “—_ | |. graduates have a broad enough education to enable 
a _ Ff . @ them to cope not only with physical forces but biological 
ee \ i ME and social forces as well so that they may make contri- 

: : A : ¢ butions with other colleagues to the solution of the still 
| 4 ” dimly seen problems of tomorrow. 

ree 4 &@ Responding to inquiries about the future role of engi- 
8 a ST neering graduates, educators from 156 institutions were 

a Co ay y more likely to anticipate an increase in the social than 
i Lae a PF in the technical role of engineers in the decade ahead. 
. ee r r It seems clear, then, that educational programs must be 

a if ee designed to help engineers meet the challenge of this 
o — — new responsibility. 
» (Continued on next page) 
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R h ENGINEERING EDUCATION continued 

esearc Non-technical activities in the day to day life of 
is engineering graduates share importance with technical 

activities. Engineering graduates report the use of Eng- 
O p p ortu niti es lish composition, speech and economics as frequently as 

the use of algebra, engineering design and properties of 
e@ e materials. Similarly letter and memo writing, super- 
In hi hwa vision, and oral and written reporting were among the 

most frequently reported activities of engineering grad- 
e e uates. These findings stress the dual importance of lib- 

eral and technical content of engineering education. 
engi Nn eer! ng Additional support for the viewpoint that there is an 

important need for breadth in the education of future 
The Asphalt Institute suggests engineers is found in the opinions of practicing engi- 

: oe ‘ neers surveyed. When questioned, about one-half of the 
projects in five vital areas engineering graduates indicated that their undergradu- 

Phenomenal advances in roadbuilding techniques dur- ate experience did not provide enough liberal or general 
ing the past decade have made it clear that continued education. A similar view was noted in the comments of | 
highway research is essential. . ; engineering managers and personnel representatives 
wenn ois Bs nor An ores ER ey eee aus who were queried regarding the strengths and weak- 
more about: nesses of recent and earlier graduates. For example, 60% 

1, Rational pavement thickness design and materials at the oer seltRailie? Prsdaates wee “08 ve 
evaluation. Research is needed in areas of Asphalt rhe- and 35% felt that recent graduates were “too weak” in 

ology, behavior mechanisms of individual and com- liberal or general education. 
bined layers of the pavement structure, stage construc- The following observations are presented: (a) Engi- 

Ha at paeesneg Sinemet ene By Sapna nyenlays. neering education and the engineering profession must 
quires improved procedures for predicting future recognize the integral role of general and professional 
amounts and loads. education at both undergraduate and graduate levels. 

Evaluation of climatic effects on the performance of (b) New interdisciplinary activities will continue to 

the pavement structure also is an important area for emerge not only within engineering and the natural sci- 
: cae . . ences, but also within the life sciences, the social sci- 

e aL Nended ore mone soactihc eto rete. ences and the humanities during the coming decade. 
ifications, particularly acceptance and rejection cri- These developments will create new challenges for the 
teria. Additionally, faster methods for quality-control future. (c) Strides made in recent years in broadening 
tests at construction sites are needed. and liberalizing the education of engineering students 
3. Drainage of pavement structures. More should be should be continued and extended during the next 
so about the need for sub-surface drainage of As- decade. 

pra pavement rycture, Lpsted formation wel |" “Therefore itis recommended that (a) the engineering 
moisture rather than facilitate drainage. Also, indica- student should be sufficiently exposed to the new facts 
tions are that Full-Depth Asphalt bases resting directly and theories offered by the social sciences to help him 
on impermeable subgrades may not require sub-surface understand the large social problems of his time; (b) he 

drainage. . should be persuaded in college to set a course of life- 

4 empaion twee eis conccnmeligend | Song study hn ths res thal be pnd with Asphalt pavement construction suggests the need for the importance of his role in the ultimate solution of 

new studies to develop and refine rapid techniques for these problems; (d) he should understand and appreci- | 
measuring compaction and layer thickness. ate the vital mutual influences which have been oper- 
5. Conservation and beneficiation of aggregates. More ating since the industrial revolution between technology 

study is needed on beneficiation of lower-quality base- on the one side and the more slowly changing institu- 
course Pee pound maaan a ace eee tr tions of seciety on the other; (e) the youthful idealist 
tion ‘and teclindlogy, send in the COUGH, ue should be persuaded that engineering offers him a field 

vain of opportunity for the exercise of his enthusiasms and 
aa a fulfillment of his highest goals for humanity. 

a, THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE It is also recommended that the appropriate organiza- 
Sa” College Park, Maryland 20740 tions launch a nation-wide investigation of the education 

we a See of the engineer in communications, the humanities and 
OFFER OPEN TO Cly TEN CINEERINGSTUDENTS: social sciences — a comprehensive study in depth of all 

THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE, College Park, Maryland 20740 the forces and activities that help or hinder this educa- 
Gentlemen: Please send me your free library tional enterprise in the life of the student — from high 
on Asphalt Construction and Technology. school diploma to college degree. Such a study might 

ane Class or rank reveal that the problem of providing adequate work in 
School humanities and social science is not peculiar to engi- 
Address — neering; that it arises wherever a student is preparing 
Sik a Satis Ole. to become an expert in a specialized field. _— 
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School was out and no one had to call you... you were up at dawn. So 

many things to do—get out and work on the bike, find the rest of the gang 

and take off to explore your own private universe. 

The universe is bigger now, you think ahead instead of back. At Teletype 

we're thinking ahead too. As a part of the Bell System and one of the world’s 

largest message and data 

communications equip- 

ment manufacturers we 

have to. Maybe you'd like 

to join in—we need in- 

ventive young minds in 

our engineering group to 
help make our future as 

e@ great as our past. You 

can find a future as bright 

as those memories at Teletype. Contact your Bell System recruiter when he 

visits your Campus, or write to: 

TELETYPE 

TELETYPE CORPORATION 
College Relations Department A48 

machines that make data move ® 5555 W. Touhy Avenue e Skokie, Illinois 60076 
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is capable of exerting a force and of a , : : 
AN doing work. The energy due to mo- Fair with tio enportint temper 

lecular motion is called heat and it ginre chansa fodag, Hig), Got, INTRODUCTION ‘= measured sof ‘ Continued fair with little tem- 
is measured in terms of temperature. perature change tonight and 

TO The most important temperature Wednesday. Rain probability less 
to a weather man is that of the at- than 5 per cent today and 10 per 

METEOROLOGY mosphere. A thermometer assumes cent tonight. 
its own temperature, and one must 

be sure that it is the same tempera- 
by Abby Trueblood ture as the surrounding air. To ob- CLOUD OBSERVATIONS 

tain the correct reading, thermome- There are three principal cloud 
Wis. Engineer Staff ters are exposed to the freely moving forms: Cirrus clouds are delicate 

air and also sheltered from other in- _ and fibrous. They are generally white 
fluences which might affect the tem- and have varied forms from tufts to 

ost propLe think that they  Perature reading. A precise measure feathered plumes. Stratus clouds are 

Miircerseina aweather forecast of the temperature is essential for recognized by their stratified devel- 

because they have learned to correct forecasting, opment. They are usually found m 
connect. what the forecaster says fear ly sun fionem layers at svavtions 

with their own weather observations. WIND OBSERVATIONS heights Cumulous clouds are: chars 
The weather seems to be all-power- Wind refers to air in horizontal acterized by their vertical develop- 
ful and mysterious when it forces us Motion, while air moving vertically ment. The upper surfaces of these 
to take it into account in making our er Pas Winds ee pe clouds are usually dome shaped. 

laily plans. It becomes all the more Named for the direction from which 
terrible and strange when it de- they originate. When winds change THE TOTAL PICTURE 
stroys human life and property — ma clockwise direction they are said One can already see at this point 
when a ferry off New Zealand over- _ to veer. Winds back when they shift how all these factors work together 
turns in heavy winds drowning in a counter-clockwise direction. to produce the weather. Pressure, 
countless passengers, when a hurri- Wind vanes are commonly used to _ temperature, and wind can be shown 
cane leaves hundreds homeless in measure wind direction. to be related. Pressure differences 
the Caribbean, or when a tornado Air turbulence refers to the gusti- result from vertical and horizontal 
sweeps through Illinois or Wisconsin ness of the wind. Air turbulence in- __ movements of air brought about by 
destroying and killing. creases with wind velocity and is differences in density. These, in turn, 

Most of us never think about the greater over land than sea and over are due chiefly to differences in the 

weather or attempt to understand land that is not flat and bare. temperature. 

“how” it works except at its more The difference between the pres- 
dramatic moments. However, if one HUMIDITY OBSERVATIONS sures at points “A” and “B” is the 

can comprehend how to interpret a Water is the most variable of the force that is pushing the air at “A” 
weather forecast, then one can have gases in the atmosphere, ranging toward “B” (where “A” has a greater : 
a better understanding of why the from almost zero to a maximum of pressure than at point “B”). The 
weather can do such damage. The four percent by volume. Relative magnitude of the force depends on | 
following is only meant to be an ele- humidity is the percentage of water the difference of pressure or the 
mentary guide to knowing what vapor present in the air in compari- pressure gradient. As the force in- 

makes the weather tick — it is not son with saturation conditions for creases with the gradient, the rate of 
intended to be a comprehensive that temperature. Relative humidity | movement of the air also increases. 
study of meteorology. I, after read- is measured by hygrometers, which Consequently, the direction and the 

ing this article, one would like to obtain this measure from observing speed of the wind are the result of 
learn more about the subject, there changes in the length of a human the pressure gradient. | 
are courses open to you in the Me- hair. The movement of air is also influ- | 

teorology Department here at Wis- Precipitation means either the fall- enced by the earth’s deflection and | 
consin. ing of moisture to earth in any form the centrifugal force. Turbulence 

or the quantity so deposited. The and friction near the surface reduce 
TEMPERATURE measurement is expressed in depth the speed of a wind produced by a 
OBSERVATIONS of water, Snowfall needs two meas- given pressure gradient. In an area 

Temperature has to do with mo- ures: 1. depth of the snow itself and _ of low pressure the air has a tenden- 
lecular motion. As the velocity of — 2. the water equivalent. Although cy to move inward toward the center 
inter-molecular motion increases, the amount of water in any snowfall _ of the system in a counter-clockwise 
there is a rise in the temperature. varies, the ratio of one inch of water _ direction in the Northern Hemis- 
Matter in motion possesses a certain to ten inches of snow is the usual. phere and a clockwise direction in 
amount of energy and, therefore, it standard. ° the Southern Hemisphere. The high 
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pressure system wind moves spirally [MADISON FoREcasT. ——~S 

outward from t he eater in a clock- Mostly sunny today and Wednesday. High today 65-70. Fair tonight, 
wise direction in the Northern Hem- with low near 40. Cooler Wednesday. Precipitation probabilities less 
isphere and counter-clockwise in the than 5 per cent today, 5 per cent tonight. North to northeasterly winds 
Southern Hemisphere. 5 to 12 miles an hour today. 

Clouds are chiefly the result of the : : — - — 
dynamic cooling produced by ex- width. The major types of fronts are forward, and here the warm air is 
pansion under reduced pressures. warm and cold fronts. ; being removed. ; 

The most important cause of the for- A warm front is a boundary line Ordinarily there is no warning far 
mation of clouds is the cooling proc- between warm air and a retreating in advance of an approaching cold 
ess that results from the upward wedge of colder air, over which the front, unless there is a string of 
movement of air, although some warm air is forced as it advances. thunderstorms (squall line) preced- 
clouds are the result of the mixing of | Usually warm fronts advance north- ing the front. There is generally a 
warm and coolair inthe atmosphere. ward and eastward. The amount and narrow band of clouds and precipi- 
There are four major theories about type of cloudiness associated with tation with sharper and more violent 

the process which ends in precipita- this type of front and the amount of reactions. There is usually an in- 
tion on earth. One theory, the Ber- precipitation which it produces de- crease in the wind in the warm sec- 

beron ice-crystal theory, is based on pends upon the existing humidity tor of a cold front and some clouds 
the idea that there are ice crystals and lapse rate in the warm air. In appear. Then the clouds become 
formed at the top of all clouds. most cases in this country the warm thicker and rain falls with the front 
When the crystals reach sufficient air isa tropical maritime air mass, so actually passing through. As the 
size, they fall through the cloud, — that the air is often humid and un- front passes there is an increase in 
condense with the higher tempera- _ stable. ; pressure, an abrupt and often large 
tures, and continue falling to earth. In advance of the approach of — drop in temperature, an increase in 
The problem with this theory is that Such an air mass there is first a drop wind force, and a change in wind 
rain can fall in areas where it is in the barometer and a formation of direction from southwesterly to 

known that there are no clouds that — high clouds. Cloudiness increases —_ northwesterly. Usually clearing fol- 
have areas of freezing temperatures. While the temperature is slowly lows. ; 

Other theories have been sug "Sin8 unless a rainfall lowers the . All fronts are either warm or cold. 
gested to explain this process by temperature. As the front draws near Some of these fronts cease to move 
which minute drops of water grow there is an increase in the pressure in either direction and are called 
to the size of rain drops. One sug- and often rain (where there is high stationary fronts. A front may re- 
gestion is that these drops have an instability there are apt to be thun- main stationary for several hours or 

unusual hygroscopic (water absorb- derstorms ). Often fog is produced days before it begins to dissipate or 
ing) nuclei. Another says that the and, in the winter, there is icing. move again. / 
process results from a vapor-pressure w ith the passing of the front, there When one front overtakes another 
gradient due to the presence of 8 2 gradual rise in temperature, a and three air masses are brought 
drops of differing temperatures. A change in wind direction, and gen- into close proximity, we have an 
final theory supposes that drops of erally clearing weather. _ occluded front. This occurs when 
differing sizes collide as they fall to As might be expected, acold front the middle mass is warmer and 
earth and then coalescence occurs. is about the opposite of a Warn therefore lighter. This mass is pushed 

Rain falls directly beneath the air prOtitedscle frontis a boundary Jing upward SO that it is completely oc- 
in which it is formed. It can, how- between cold i ae a cluded from the ground, hence the 

ever, be carried short distances by air pushes like et wipe tig Te a. name given to this type of front. 

the wind. A large amount of rainfall]. 7 Pes i" my ‘ we e. uane ho . It should now be possible to see 
(or snowfall) cannot occur unless oo. Be sees nor Wests f a how storms develop from everyday 
there is a continual renewal of the too, t e vertical structure of the weather occurrences. For instance, 

: warm air determines the amount and PHBA Re ee C moisture supply. If rain is held aloft tone afd deiliness.andsoonintickion hurricanes and tornados grow out of 
for a time and then suddenly re- a front ie stow Fane ae low pressure systems, which follows 

leased by a down draft of air, the f aeaee lo 8 t nck dn i‘ vad of from the way winds in these systems 
result is commonly called a “cloud- ront, it slopes backward instead o revolve. Thunderstorms are due to 
burst.” U.S. FORECAST more local disturbances in sl at- 

One final aspect of weather fore- Scactered showers ave cxnectwed mosphere. All of the more dramatic 
PD : eres Monee expressions of weather which re- casting that needs to be looked at is today in southern Florida and on expressions i sfeepniackeorennall 

that of fronts. A front is a transition the northwest Pacific Coast. Fair es ate 0 re. a mentite ee y 
zone separating air masses of quite weather will dominate the rest of a one €in bar © oars cases 
different temperatures. It has a slop- the nation ae ie the (etl of everyday weather phenomena. 

ing boundary and is narrow — usu- ot where cloudy skies will pre- _4 
ally only from 50 to 500 miles in eats y 
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The first days of June are the final days of the year. Good luck! 
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AL 
HUMOR 

FLIRT: A coed who believes that A marriage counselor in Detroit 
it’s every man for herself. has been getting pretty fair results 

ee 8 with a sign over his desk which reads: Ag Stu dent 
Thermometers aren’t the only LIVE ALONE AND LACK IT, 

things that are graduated and have 2 8 8 
degrees without having any brains. A profound philosophy of life is 

oe © reflected in the reply of a no-longer 
On the tombstone of an atheist: wealthy engineer who, when asked 

“All dressed up and no place to go.” what he had done with all his money, 
2 8 o said, “Part of it went for liquor and y 

Confucius, who has been saddled fast automobiles, and part of it went 
with more garbage than the city of for women. The rest I spent foolish- 
New York, say: “Bosom companion ly. ee x 
often turn out to be false friend.” 

g & *® Three degrees you can get in col- 

When the Creator was making the ese: BS, and everyone knows wet 
world, he called Man aside and be- ne means; ‘ f ies ms od PhD: E.M. Insructor 
stowed upon him 20 years of normal whick THO © 2 tne ea ah . . d 
sex life. Man was horrified. “Only 20 wate vans BESS MpOEE Bn 

cars?” But the Creator ildn’t deeper. A «re . years! ut Teator WOU os # # A worker in a violin shop claims to ge fled die Mteikey and eave Sign seen recently in a Madison be able to restring 14 violins in one 

him i yeans “But 1 don’ neat on merchant's window: “You can fool day. ead ec gentlemen,” he ranma PUT Ra Ae , fi some of the people some of the time, _ adds, “takes guts. years,” the Monkey protested. “Ten ; : Bs SR is plenty.” and generally speaking, that’s ; 
Man ‘spoke up, “Can I have the enough to allow for a profit. - The prairie tourist marveling at 

other 10 years?” The Monkey gra- a 8 @ New England's scenery, finally asked 
ciously agreed to this, Engineering Conversion Factor: It a New Hampshire man where all the 

Then the Creator gave the Lion takes two pints to make one cavort. rocks came from. ow 
20 years. The Lion, too, only needed a a 8 , the see —e apled, The 
10 years. Again Man asked, “Can I A bachelor is a man who didn’t ood © de adh d the i 
have the other 10 years?” The Lion have a car when he was in college. a oy een ne a Ouris 
agreed, oe where's the glacier now? . 

Then came the Donkey. He was See eum sf , . Went back for more rocks, given 20 years, but 10 years was Sign in front of a crematorium: drawled the farmer. 
enough for him too. Man asked for We're Hot For Your Bod. oe 8 
the spare 10 years and got them, “8 Badger definition of a maternity 

This explains why Man has 20 The Indian mother was trying to dress: A slip cover. 
years of normal sex life, 10 years of explain the facts of life to her daugh- os 8 8 
monkeying around, 10 years of lion ter, “Not true baby brought by We believe that what the world 
about it, and 10 years of making an stork,” she confided. “Indian girl get needs is a good loudspeaker for the 
ass out of himself, papoose with beau and error.” still, small voice. 
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Jae Ul 

“ a .- ; ‘ 

“lusedtothinkIBM } game ;™ 
would be one of the A | ’ 

i , a : 
last places for an M.E” YN | 

“T was skeptical about IBM as a place for a me- ‘ 4 3 . y 

chanical engineer to work. E.E.’s, sure. But M.E.’s?” a Ls = _ 

(This is Dick Driscoll, B.S.M.E. ’67, a Manufacturing * 2 - 

Engineer at IBM.) i o a 

“T was wrong. There are plenty of opportunities for : - “. . 

M.E.’s in just about all areas, especially in development - ,. oe yo 

“When I joined IBM, I chose manufacturing engineering. . ay . 7 . 4 

In my case, this got me involved in producing core planes for oe | 7 7 ; | 

memory components. After the component has been designed, I os 7 ; a : 2 a 

coordinate the tooling and all the other manufacturing processes. _— Chl gf 

I initiate basic ideas on the design of tooling and work closely with — a A 

the machine tool and die designers and builders, and with the install- _S ” 4 

ers of the production machinery. : 4 yA 

“It’s sort of like solving a very difficult three-dimensional jigsaw ve A 

puzzle. And it’s a ‘pure’ engineering job. The kind I was trained for. j i 

Because, in the final analysis, product responsibility for manufacturing ya 

the memory component rests with one person. Me. ja A J 

Interdisciplinary environment. “You get exposed to a lot of dif- 1 4 

ferent disciplines in manufacturing engineering. Electronic. , - 

Metallurgical. Chemical. This kind of interfacing broad- 2 a 

ens you as an engineer. | = , 

“It may sound square, but I think IBM is a great & - 

place for an M.E. to work.” a 

If you’d like to know more about a career in me- . _ 

chanical engineering with IBM, visit your campus _ 

placement office. Or send a brief outline of your ; _ 

educational background to Irv Pfeiffer, IBM Cor- > 

poration, Dept. E, 100 South Wacker Dr., Chicago, L 4 

Jl. 60606. We’re an equal opportunity employer. iy 7 | 

woul & | 
es Pn ® a : ‘ | 

~~ aa Fs .
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Dan Johnson has a flair 
= . 

for making things. 

Just ask a certain family in Marrakeck, Morocco. At GE, Dan is working on the design for a remote 
A solar cooker he helped develop is now making life control system for gas turbine powerplants. Some day 

a little casicr for them—in an area where electricity is it may enable his Moroccan friends to scrap their solar 
practically unheard of. cooker. 

The project was part of Dan’s work with VITA Like Dan Johnson, you'll find opportunities at Gen- 
(Volunteers for International Technical Assistance) eral Electric in R&D, design, production and technical 
which he helped found. marketing that match your qualifications and interests, 

Dan’s ideas have not always been so practical. Like Talk to our man when he visits your campus. Or write 
the candlepowered boat he built at age 10. for career information to: General Electric Company, 

But when Dan graduated as an electrical engineer Room 801Z, 570 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y. 
from Cornell in 1955, it wasn’t the future of candle- 10022 699-23 > 
powered boats that brought him to General Electric. 
It was the variety of opportunity. He saw opportunities 
in more than 130 “small businesses” that make up Gen- G E N E R A L E L E C T R ] C 
eral Electric. Together they make more than 200,000 

different products. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER (M/F)
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